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A proposal to enable the core functions 
of the community to continue under 
flooding or distaster conditions
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This link then becomes an armature to introduce 
new public spaces through a set of key moves

Anchor SiteRiver Dock

+ + +

Identify key community sites along Chao Phraya riverfront such as Schools, Markets, 
Temples and Hospitals

Link these anchor sites to flood-resistant river docks via a raised walkway that navigate  
the existing conditions

Introduce multi-purpose spaces to enable these anchor sites to function as community 
hubs under flooding conditions

Re-condition the riverside fabric using the link as an armature for new public space and 
creating new spatial relationships across multiple levels
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Strategy:



Bridging
The linking of different spaces, 
programs, contrasting and creating 
new relationships at different levels

Framing

Landing

Defining new public space, new 
shared spaces for activities and 
economies to take place

Re-establishing visual links to the 
waterfront and creating new 
moments for pausing in the city

Incorporating infrastructure with 
a civic presence into existing 
streetscapes and urban fabric

Shading

The link
performs
four key moves:



The link meets the riverfront at a raised 
floor level and ensures access even in 

extreme flood events
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The link opens up in a civic gesture at is meets the riverfront, framing a vista of the water
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The link turns the existing sluice gate 
into an occupiable public space, 
bridging the two programs

Bridging
the khlong



The link frames views out to the river, while providing secure access to the 
market and school during flood events

Ensuring AccessViews Out



As the link navigates the existing residential housing it transitions from 
enclosed space to open walkway

Market Link
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The link introduces a multipurpose hall space for the school as well as an outdoor playspace 
for the surrounding neighbourhood

Community
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The link spills out onto the street 
providing shared space for street 
vendors to occupy

Streetscape
Spillout



As the link lands it creates a new urban landscape that protects the school’s 
entrance from floodwater
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The raised walkway provides a new vantage point to view the ornate temple 
roof detailing

Link to Ferry
Terminal
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The link provides an opportunity for a raised garden promenade for hospital patients to use 
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The link ensures for emergency 
medical access in all conditions 

Emergency
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The link introduces additional short term patient housing that can double as 
emergency shelter for families displaced by floodwaters
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A water ambulance system can dispatch hospital services to riverside 
communities

Patient
Services
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The link opens up the historic shipyard shed as a maritime history precinct
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The link creates new riverside 
spaces above and below
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Walk



The link functions as a sluice gate as it bridges the khlong, allowing 
stormwater run-off to be diverted into the shipyard dry-docks 
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The link navigates the industrial waterfront, capitalising on the rich history of 
the Chao Phraya riverside

Reactivated
Drydock
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